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Generally, human communications can be linked by way of feelings, emotions, thoughts, images and desires, where some people can communicate telepathically when dreaming. Clairvoyance is the term given to a message received in a visual form. While hearing an inner voice is referred to as clairaudience. A feeling is termed as clairsentience, and par cognition refers to an instant knowing of something. Telepathy describes receiving thoughts or feelings from another person over distance, without using one of the five typical senses of sight, sound, touch, taste or smell, which is more likely to happen between people who have an existing close relationship. In this concept paper, the ad hoc network is used incorporating the human telepathic connections, which has been the interesting system for short range communication link [1,2], where the advantage is that the communication among small group of people with security and privacy is plausible, in which the dynamic network, for instance, sport rally network, vehicular network, conference participant network, community network and modern social network can also be implemented. Systematically, the ad hoc network is required the mobile communication/instruments including the central controller (dynamic server). Human ad hoc network can be formed by such a system that can provide the short range dynamic network among people, where the basic communication requirement is a brain signal, where the required commands are generated and linked to the information, which is propagated via the whispering gallery mode of coherent light (brain signal) to the required destination [3]. This is allowed the closed loop of communication, which is required the electronic instruments such as amplifier, filter, blue tooth and transceiver with nano-antenna (thin film) [4].

Basically, brain signal is used as telepathic communication medium, which is formed by coherent light in holographic locations. The required brain signals can project to cells (nerves) when the required functions are assigned [5-7], the signal concentration can be amplified for the whispering gallery mode, which can be transmitted by the nano-antenna arrays to the destinations, the up and down conversion link can be operated and formed the communication.

In principle, telepathic communication model consists of two directions, sending and receiving, where two people are able to communicate without being in contact physically, speak to each other through telepathy. The ability to send to and receive from each other thoughts and feelings comes from a spiritual connection between them. When two people are spiritually close to each other, they are often able to sense what the other is feeling or thinking. In operation, the Rabi oscillation frequency can be formed the up and down links by the transceivers between users, while the ad hoc network can be formed by using telepathic telephony network. Brain signals are modulated and transmitted by the nano-antenna arrays to the destinations, the required signals can be accepted and demodulated by the end user antennas, where finally, the corrected signals can be connected by cells and nerves. In Figure 2 [11], the transceiver with amplifier is formed by a blue tooth tag, which is linked between brain signals and thin film nano-antenna.

Human ad hoc network can be implemented by using the short range wireless communication network, where the group of users can be linked and communicated dynamically, where the controlled unit (server) is existed and moved among the users. In Figure 3a [11], the individual telepathic signals can be monitored and linked by the brain and computer interfacing instruments, where the telepathic network can be formed as shown in Figure 3b [11], which is controlled and linked by the central server. The important issue of telepathic communication from another person in the form of pure words. But usually it comes through a feeling, image or desire.

Brain signal can generate the specific Rabi oscillation frequency [12-14], which will be harder for others to sense. People psychically put up a shield to prevent them from seeing his/her intentions. This is namely as code (quantum code, qubit) that can be used for protection, i.e. security. Generally, someone of a stronger mind and greater clarity of thinking can penetrate to the psychic shields of others and see what they are thinking. When two people are spiritually close, they trust each other and they have mutual empathy, where the code is given for communication. Empathy is one of the key ingredients of telepathy. Telepathy which is of the psychic level of the mind tends to operate beyond pure words and linguistics, which takes place in the form of feelings, images and desires. People may be able to receive telepathic communication from another person in the form of pure words. But usually it comes through a feeling, image or desire.

In principle, telepathic communication model consists of two directions, sending and receiving, where two people are able to communicate without being in contact physically, speak to each other through telepathy. The ability to send to and receive from each other thoughts and feelings comes from a spiritual connection between them. When two people are spiritually close to each other, they are often able to sense what the other is feeling or thinking. In operation, the Rabi oscillation frequency can be formed the up and down links by the transceivers between users, while the ad hoc network can be formed by using telepathic telephony network. Brain signals are modulated and transmitted by the nano-antenna arrays to the destinations, the required signals can be accepted and demodulated by the end user antennas, where finally, the corrected signals can be connected by cells and nerves. In Figure 2 [11], the transceiver with amplifier is formed by a blue tooth tag, which is linked between brain signals and thin film nano-antenna.

Human ad hoc network can be implemented by using the short range wireless communication network, where the group of users can be linked and communicated dynamically, where the controlled unit (server) is existed and moved among the users. In Figure 3a [11], the individual telepathic signals can be monitored and linked by the brain and computer interfacing instruments, where the telepathic network can be formed as shown in Figure 3b [11], which is controlled and linked by the central server. The important issue of telepathic communication from another person in the form of pure words. But usually it comes through a feeling, image or desire.
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The human contact memory is established by the first registration during the first perception and contact between two people (Alice: Sender and Bob: End user), which will be kept (allocated) within the human brain space permanently. The security codes between them will be generated and the information blocked by their security codes if the end user (Bob) is not the required one. On the other hand, the unlocked information will be transmitted if the required end user is confirmed by the feedback brain signals (spirit signals), i.e. telepathic link, where finally, the required security codes will be opened and the information will be transmitted. Moreover, the quantum flip-flop signals can also be generated by using a coherent light source propagates within micro-optical device, where the Rabi oscillation frequency can be established for the started/stopped transmission bits security, in which the stream of information can be securely transmitted in the telepathic communication.

The scanning image information will be recognized of the required end users by million brain cells, where they will be addressed within the brain memory by many layers and sub-layers in the brain cloud computing system [14]. The image recovery can be done by the image pattern recognition recovery, in which the probability of image pattern recognition, where the identical image probability is the criteria of recovery decision. The projection of coherent signals will bring the de-coherent states, where the collapse of waves will bring the required results (required image recovery).

In conclusion, we have proposed that human ad hoc network can be performed by telepathic telephone connections, which can be used as dynamic voiceless networks by using the thin film electronic instruments such as transceiver, nano-antenna and amplifier, where the amplified and modulated signal parts can be constructed by the voiceless mobile telephone system, which can be useful for deaf people. However, the privacy is also needed to clarify and protect, which will be the important issue of required technology. In general, this kind of network will be constructed and popularly used in the near future.
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